2011.05.12 - incl some ideas for next year

Added by Gail Shannon Steinhart, last edited by Gail Shannon Steinhart on May 13, 2011

Present: Cecilia, Gail (notes), Randi, Jessica, Rachel, Carla

Agenda

- Career Development Week
- Programming updates
- Elections
- Annual report
- Other

Career Development Week

- Thumbs up!
  - Jessica all set for international panel

Other programming updates

- Ergonomics: physical processing at Mann, only 2 people came but very grateful that we didn't cancel. Olin sessions very well attended.
- Gail will add a page to LFSC manual documenting what was done for this year.
- Office yoga: Randi will be point person for 6/16 session at Olin, Gail for 6/14 at Mann

Future meetings

- Invite new LFSC members to 6/22/2011 meeting

Art and Talent debrief

- Snow day / low turnout
- Performers - hard sell
- Consider changing it to "bring your passion to work day" to invite a broader range of contributions (such as collections of things)
- Time frame worked well although a lot of people left after performances - last hour dragged a bit. Consider 11-1 for next year?
- Some people didn't pick up their stuff
Elections

- Candidates to solicit for next year (or for standing committees): Deb Muscato, Cynthia Rich

Annual report

- Gail working on draft, will circulate.

Other

- Reasons why it may be hard to recruit academics to run for LFSC: 100 academics, 300 non-academics. Other committees may "look better" on CV. If librarians tend to have more years in service than they used to perhaps there are fewer people who haven't served on particular committees already.
- Discussion of why LFSC members are elected (instead of just picking/volunteering): there was an election for LFSC before bylaws were even written. No one questioned election process. Could revisit this. We also realize that the current bylaws don't really provide enough information on how to propose amendments to bylaws. Bring up at 6/22 meeting. Consider LF Town Hall meeting in fall for these/other issues?
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